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DUALIE 3AA LASER
INTRINSICALLY SAFE, MULTI-FUNCTION
FLASHLIGHT WITH LASER

The Dualie 3AA Laser is the first intrinsically safe flashlight featuring
a red laser pointer. Its focused spot beam illuminates your work area while
the laser identifies and pinpoints objects at a distance.
Rugged, integrated, snag-free clip
conforms to body of light
Won’t snag on pockets and gear

Includes 3 “AA” alkaline batteries affordable and easy-to-find;
also accepts 3 “AA” lithium batteries

Grabs onto shirts, pockets and
other gear for hands-free use

Simultaneous spot and
laser modes - illuminate and
pinpoint objects

Durable, non-conductive,
corrosion-proof polymer resin
Rocky stipple texture for a sure grip

Unbreakable polycarbonate lens
with scratch-resistant coating

Dual, independently operating
push-button switches for spot beam,
laser pointer, or both modes
simultaneously

150

Red laser pinpoints objects at a distance

Easy to use with gloves

LUMENS

Three output modes: Spot, laser, both (spot beam and laser simultaneously):
- Spot: 150 lumens; 7,700 candela; 175m beam distance; runs 17 hours

Operating temperature: -20°F to 130°F.
(To maintain hazardous locations rating: -20°C to 40°C)

- <5mW Red Laser: runs 70 hours
- Simultaneous spot beam and laser: runs 12 hours
Spot beam utilizes smooth parabolic reflector for tight beam with optimum
peripheral illumination
Simultaneous spot beam and laser pointer allow you to illuminate your work area and
pinpoint out-of-reach objects
One-handed operation of all lighting modes

Class I, II, Division 1, Groups A, B, C, D, E, F, G; Class III; CL I, ZN 0, IIC;
Exia; T-Code: T4
7 in. (17.78 cm); 6.8 oz. (193 grams) with AA alkaline batteries (included);
5.9 oz. (167g) with AA lithium batteries
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit www.streamlight.com for full warranty information

Ergonomically designed for maximum hand comfort
IPX7 waterproof to 1m for 30 minutes
2 meter impact resistance tested

#68760

Dualie 3AA Laser with 3 “AA” alkaline batteries – Yellow

#68762

Dualie 3AA Laser with 3 “AA” alkaline batteries - Black
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